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This paper applies many multimedia-indexing techniques
to personal videoconference archives to generate a searchable
content summary automatically. These techniques are well
integrated orienting to the characteristics of videoconference.
Instead of using traditional databases, we design an XMLbased repository to integrate visual, aural, text and graphical
information structurally, which facilitates searching and
browsing the summary of videoconference archivcs. This
paper presents the architecture of PVCAlS (Personal
VideoConferencc Archive
Indexing
System)
and
demonstrates its user interface to search and browse indexed
videoconference archives.

ABSTRACT
With the rapid deployment of videoconfererlce, the fastoccumslnted personnl videoconference archives need lo be
effecrively indexed. This paper proposes a well-designed
indexing system - PVCAlS thar integrates many maltimedinindexing rechniqses lo mnnnge person01 videoco)lfcrence
archives. Firsrly, rhe contents of video, audio, te.rt nnd
whiteboard communicnrions ore srored n j e r removing the
redundancies. Nexr, more informnrion, e.g., participants, rille,
keywords nnd slides, is extracted by face detection and
recognition, speech recognilion, OCR, nutomnric rille
generotion, keyword selecrion, etc. Then, n n X M L index file
containing the summary of the videoconference i5 also
generared, The whole indexing process is ntrtmnnric ercepr
rhnr rhe face of n new conlncf nerd5 ro be interflctively
identifiedfor only once. Finally, we demomtmre a grnphicnl
i search and browe the
user interface which nllows the u ~ e10
indexed videoconference nrchives conveniently.

2 RELATED WORK
There are two classes of related techniques: videoconferencing techniques and multimedia-indexing techniqucs.
Most videoconferencing systems are based on the ITU-T
H.323 framework. Videoconfcrencing techniques, such as \,ic
for vidco, vnf or ml for audio, wb for whiteboard and nte for
text [4,5], create incoming and outgoing channels far video
and audio. share information via whiteboard, and exchange
text messages. However, Since these techniques are beyond
the scope of this paper, wc assume that the user already has a
videoconferencing client which communicates with the
sewer through all of the above channels.
Multimedia-indexing techniques arise from the research of
digital video libraries [3]. Thc low-level image-based
processing, such as key-frame selection. shot dctection and
scene detection, is essential. The most common, also the most
valuable, technique is to find a set of keywords by some data
mining algorithms from the text source of a video to describe
the video content [6,71. The text source comes from the script
of subtitle, the results of speech recognition [81 and/or video
text recognition [9].Since many video clips rccord human
activities, face detection [ f 01 and face recognition [ 1 I]also
play an important role in multimedia indexing, especially for
celebrities' faces and named faces [ 121. Frankly speaking, for
building a public video library, the artificial intelligence
techniques (e.g., speech recognition and face recognition)
still have difficulties when handling unlimited targets.
However, they are more suitable to he applied to processing
personal videoconference archives since the number of
contacts of one user is limited. Some distance learning
systems [13,14] also includes multimedia-indexing tools;
however, they involve many human interactions. Our System
aims to release the uscr's work as much as possible.

1 INTRODUCTION
With the rapid growth of Internet bandwidth, videoconference becomes more and more popular in business
activities 1I].With affordable video and audio capture
devices, the low bit-rate coding. and new communication
technology. home users can also enjoy visual communications at 56Kbps or lower 121. Funhermore. the video-based
distance leaming has already served as an imponant mean in
the education field [2]. The participant of a videoconference
usually wishes to keep the video archive for the later
reference. Therefore, we can imagine that, in the near future,
a person will accumulate many video archives in hidher work,
study and daily life. However, since the videoconference
archives are stored as normal video and audio files, only the
file name is a place to indicate the subject. But, not everyone
is glad to compose a suitable file name. Moreover, it is not
easy to recall the details of a conference without watching it
again. Since the visual and aural information is not directly
searchable like text. it is also difficult to search out those
archives with content of interest by normal searching engines.
Therefore. the research of indexing personal videoconference
archives is of timely imporlance. Howcver, current effons on
multimedia indexing still focus on digital video libraries 131
or distance learning. Reports on indexing videoconference
archives have not been found so far as we investigated.
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Figure 1. Illustration of the videoconferencing channels and the content storage
Vl.jpg; FACETrue". The " F A C E flag indicates whether
3 DESIGNS AND ARCHITECTURE
this frame contains a human face.
A typical vidwconferencing client consists of six
Since the Text channel and the Whitebonrd channel are not
communication channels: Video in, Video OIU. Audio in,
updated frequently, we also use the timestamp-based format
Ardio oitt, Text, and Whilebonrd. The Video in channel
similar to the video file to store them. that is. storing the
receives the image shown to the user from the server, while
timestamp of update and the updated information as a pair
the Video out channel sends out the local image. The Audio in
into the tile.
channel and the Audio out channel contain incoming and
The Texf channel is updated when a new message from any
outgoing voices. respectively. The Text channel and the
participant is sent. Therefore, the current timestamp and the
Whitebonrd channel are shared to all participants for typed
new message are written into the text file. A fragment of a
messages and handwritten contents, respectively. These
text file is shown in Figure 3 .
channels are synchronized in time. as shown in Figure 1.
The Whirebonrd channel contains handwritten texts and
For the indexing purpose, we need to store the content of
graphics. The update of this channel happens not at a p i n t ,
each channel including thc timing information except the
but in a period of time. To detect when the update, i.e., the
Video our channel since that channel contains the local image
writing action. begins and finishes, we monitor the
of the user side therefore it is not important. Thus, as
whiteboard by sampling it as a binary image every two
illustrated in Figure I, the Video in channel is stored in a
reconds. As illustrated in Figure 4, the cument sample is
video file. The Audio in channel and the Aicdio ottl channel
compared with the last sample by the XOR operation. If they
are mixed and stored in an audio file since the participants
are different, the update begins. When they become same
talk dternntely. The Text channel and the Whirebonrd
again, the update finishes and the current sample is the
channel are stored in a text file and a whiteboard file.
respectively.

Among the four channels, the audio channel is most
important. Although we can obtain a script of the
conversation by speech recognition, we still think it is
necessary to keep the entire audio content in the file. since
the s p a c h recognition is not accurate enough.
On the other hand, the Video channel contains a lot of
redundancies. The Video channel shows either a human
image or a slide with a relatively long duration. Thus. it is
unnecessary to keep the entire video content in the file. A set
of key frames with the timestamp (relative time elapsed since
the beginning of videoconference) can represent the video
content well. The frame selection is based on the change of
video content. Let flt) denote the function of video content
feature which varies with time 1. Thus, the changes of video
content will he detected inf(t) as peaks, as shown in Figure 2.
and the valleys right after each peak can be selected as key
frames. Note that fltJ should consider not only the statistic
distribution, but also the spatial distribution of colors to
discriminate the change between slides, such as the definition
in 1151. Upon selecting a key frame, the key frame is stored
in JPEG format. The current timestamp and the JPEG file
name are written into the video file as a pair. For example, if
the key frame at the time 0 0 2 3 4 is saved as "vljpg", the
line written into the video tile will be "<002:34> FILE=

Figure 2. Key frame selection in the Video channel
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Figure 3. A text file Figure 4. Whiteboard file generation
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Figure 5. The architecture of PVCAIS
updated whiteboard image. Similar to the video file. the
current timestamp and the filename saving the current sample
are written into the whitehoard file as a pair. The binary
sampling image should he saved in a compressed format that
supports the lossless compression of a binary image, such as
JBIG. to ensure the fidelity.
With the above tcchniques. we obtain four cvntcnt files
after a videoconference. The generator of these files should
bc implemented as a plug-in to the videoconferencing client.
These files are managed by the indexing system, which stores
the files of the same conference in one folder. The folder
name indicates the date and time of the videoconference.
Although thcsc four content filcs contain the outline of the
videoconference with the timing infvrmation. they do not
provide an index for the videoconference. Thus, the
following techniques are applied to generate more indices,
including the participants’ names. a title and a group of
keywords.
The participants ore identified by performing the face
rccognition on thc video file. Since the video file contains
both human images and slides, the face detection 1101 should
be performed first to discriminate them and set the ahovementioned “FACE” flag. The indexing system maintains a
face base of the user’s ~ m t a ~ t sTherefore,
.
if a race is
recognized from the video file as an existing contact. the
comact’s name will he addcd to the participants automatically.
Initially, the face base is empty. It grows in the following
way. If a face is detected from the video file, but it i s not
recognized according to the currcnt face base, the indexing
system will prompt the user to identify the face by specifying
a name. The new face and its name will then he added to the
face base. Thus, for each contact. the user only needs to
specify higher name once. After that. the indexing system
will recognize them automatically.
The title and keywords for the videoconference are
generated from the text source of the videoconference. The
text source consists of three parts. The first part is the script
of the audio file, which is obtained by the speech recognition.
The second p m comes from the text file. The third pan is
extracted by OCR 1161 from the slides in the video file. With
plentiful words in the text source. the automatic title
gcncration technique [61 will compose a title to describe the
content, and the tent clustering technique 171 will find a group
of keywords that feature the content best.
Finally, all indices and content files are integrated into an
XML-based index file, which structurally summarizes the
videoconference. The index file includes the date and time,

the duration. the participants’ n m c s . the title, the keywords,
the slides list imported from the video file (FACE=false), the
text list imported from the text file, the list of whiteboard
snapshots imported from the whitehoard file, and a link to the
audio file. Therefore. the index file is fully searchable. The
indexing system also provider a graphical user interface for
to search and browsing the indexed videoconference archives.
as demonstrated in Section 4.
Based on the ahove designs. the entire architecture of the
personal videoconference archive indexing system, i.e..
PVCAIS, i s shown in Figure 5.
Figure 6 shows the file system Structure maintained by
PVCAIS, whose home directory i s “MyVidcoConference”.
Since PVCAIS is a personal system, i t only serves the same
user in the same computer. After a videoconference finishes,
the plug-in creates a new folder named by the current date
and time under the home folder. All the content files, except
the XML index file, are written into this folder. Then, the
indexing server is invoked IO fulrher analyze the content files
and generate the XML index file.

4 USER INTERFACE
Figure 7 shows an example user interface of PVCAIS. The
interface has two main functions: searching and browsing.
Besides, it also allows the user to print the videoconference
memo, to edit some index items and lo re-index the specified
videoconference.
After starting the interface, the default function is searching, as shown in the left screen of Figure 7 . PVCAIS will
load all existing videoconferences and list them in the left list.
The user can search by date, participant, title or keywords, or
any combination of them. After clicking the “Search now!”
button, the left list will be updated to show only those videoconferences satisfying the searching condition. The user may
select one videoconfercnce and click the “Browse archive”
button to browse the summary of the conference, as shown in
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Figure 7. An example user interface of PVCAIS
[4] vic, vat. wh: Video, audio, whiteboard conferacing tools.
the right screen copy of Figure 7. The user can modify the
Avnilnble online: http://www-nrg.ee.lbl.gou/.
title and keywords if necessary. He/she also can click a slide
[5] rat, nte: Audio, text tools. Avnilnble o,rline: http://wwwor a whiteboard snapshot to view it in its actual size. When
mice.cs.ucl.ac.uWmultimedialsoftward.
the user presses the :@ button io play the audio record,
[6] R. Jin and A. Hauptmann, "Learning to Select Good Title
PVCAIS supports the synchronized presentation of text lists.
Words: A New Approach based on Rever!;ed Information
slides and whiteboard snapshots by their timestamps, which
Retrieval." in Proc. Infl. CO,$ on Mnchine Lenrning
facilitates the user to review the whole videoconference.
(ICML'OIj. l u n 28-Jul 1.2001.
[7] K. Lagus and S. Kaski. "Keyword selcclion method for
5 CONCLUSIONS
characterizing text document maps." In Proc. Intl. CO!$ on
Videoconference becomes more and more popular, which
Artificinl Neural Networks. vol.1, pp. 371-376 1099.
demands the development of personal videoconfcrence
181 M. Withrock and A. Hauptmann. "Speech Recognition for
archive indexing tools. For this purpose, this paper proposes
a Digital Video Library." Jorirnol of the Americnri Societ?
a practical personal videoconference archive indexing
forItl/onnnrion Science. 49(7): 619-632, 1998.
architecture based on many multimedia-indexing techniques.
[Y] M. Cai. 1. Song and M.R. Lyu. "A new approach for
which integrates the video, audio, text and whiteboard
video text detection," In Proc. lntl. CO,$ on Imnge
information effectively to automatically compose the concise
Processing. pp. 117-120. Rochester. New York. USA,
but comprehensive summaries of the videoconference
September 22-25, 2002.
archives. The indexing process is transparent io users, who
[IO]H.Rowley, S. Baluja. and T. Kanade, "Neural Nctworkwill only be asked to identify each new contact once. Its
Based Face Detection," IEEE Trms. ou Pnrlwn Annlysir
graphical user inierface also provides the convenient
nndMochine Inrelligeme, 20(1): 23-38, 1998.
searching and browsing support for users.
[ I I ] Y. Gao and M.K.H. Leung, "Face recognition using line
edge map," IEEE Trans on Pattern Analysis and Machine
Intelligence, 24(6): 764-779,1002.
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